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Our Activities
The project consists of three core activities which were designed and created with the objectives above in mind. So far
these services have reached over 113 beneficiaries, and they are as follows:

Face to face ‘Money Coach’ advice sessions
 So far 40 face to face Money Coach advice sessions have been provided to the residents of Lambeth. These
 sessions have taken place at various outreach institutions in the borough: Brixton Library, Stockwell Community
 Centre, Indoamerican Refugee and Migrant Organisation, and finally at St Luke‘s Hub. This is the only service
 that is funded by ‘Trust for London’.
 We believe these sessions are making progress towards the outcomes of achieving increased money knowledge
  and confidence. These sessions also increase user access to other support services. 

For more information, visit us at: www.moneyaande.co.uk

Money Education Workshops
 So far money education workshops delivered within Lambeth have had 38 beneficiaries. This was accomplished 
 under the F.A.C.E project funding we received in year 1, solely for workshops. These workshops have been 
 delivered at various institutions in the borough: I.R.M.O, Metropolitan Housing community centres, Brixton 
 Library, and at Toucan Employment.
 These sessions have allowed us to make progress towards the outcomes to achieve money goals and deal with
  money issues. Again these sessions have also increased user access to other support services
 

Introduction
Prior to the project being accepted for funding, Money A+E submitted an ‘Evaluation Framework’ laying out the 
projects structure, highlighting important outputs and outcomes with which the projects success was to be 
measured against. These will be referenced throughout the report and are as follows:

Outcomes
 Participants have increased money/financial knowledge.
 Participants have increased money/financial confidence.
 Users have increased access to other support services.
 Users have increased confidence to deal with their money/financial issues.
 Users increase their social networks.

Objectives
 To run 1-2-1 money advice sessions.
 To run financial education workshops.
 To provide mentoring & advocacy support.
 To organise community events.
 To connect with other support services.

Preface
The following is an interim report created for the Trust for London small grant program to summarise our progress 
and to highlight the evidence gained in the past year of work.

The report has been created for Money A+E by its directors: Greg Ashby and Jerry During, with assistance from Ryan 
Spears: a volunteer. 
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Outcome Progress
Progress has been made towards each of the initial outcomes through our objectives. In the past year we have 
recorded monitoring data to ensure progress is being made, and the following documents how each outcome 
has made progress so far:

Participants have increased money/financial confidence
       Beneficiaries were asked to comment on their “ability to get the financial service and products that 
       meet my needs”. Before the workshop only 69% of users reported an average or above knowledge, 
       whereas afterwards 100% of users reported an average or above knowledge - a 31% change.

       Beneficiaries were asked to comment on their “ability to budget and manage my money”. The 
       average score before was 3.96 (out of 6), compared to 4.79 (out of 6) afterwards, an average 
              increase of 14%.

       Beneficiaries were asked to comment on whether they “feel in control of how I budget, spend and 
       manage my money”. The average score before was 3.50 (out of 10), compared to 6.17(out of 10) 
       afterwards, an increase of 27%. We also found that 100% of users reported an increase in ability 
       after seeing a money coach.

       Beneficiaries were asked to comment on their “awareness of how to identify, set and achieve my 
       money goals”. The average score before was 3.54 (out of 10), compared to 5.75(out of 10) 
              afterwards, an increase of 22%. We also found that 100% of users reported an increase in ability 
       after seeing a money coach.
      

 

▲14%
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3.54
5.75

▲31%

Participants have increased money/financial knowledge
       Beneficiaries were asked to comment on their “knowledge and awareness of different financial 
       service products such as bank accounts, savings accounts and contents insurance”. Before only 68% 
       of users reported an average or above knowledge, whereas afterwards 96% of users reported an 
       average or above knowledge - a 28% change.

       Beneficiaries were asked to comment on their “ability to get the financial service and products that 
              meet my needs”. The average score before was 2.31 (out of 10), compared to 3.54 (out of 10) 
       afterwards, an increase of 12%. We also found that 100% of users reported an increase in ability after 
       seeing a money coach.

       Beneficiaries were asked to comment on their awareness of “how the welfare reforms will affect me”. 
       The average score before was 2.73 (out of 10), compared to 4.38 (out of 10) afterwards, an increase of 
       16%. We also found that 100% of users reported an increase in ability after seeing a money coach.
      

 

▲28%
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For more information, visit us at: www.moneyaande.co.uk

Our Activities Continued
Organised Community Events
 So far we have been able to run one community event which saw 35 attendees.
 These sessions have enabled us to make progress towards providing users with an opportunity to increase their
 social networks.
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Users have increased access to other support services
       Beneficiaries were asked to comment on their “ability to get professional help and advice to sort out 
       money problems (i.e, Citizens Advice Bureau, independent financial advisor)”. Before only 75% of 
       users reported an average or above knowledge, whereas afterwards 100% of users reported an 
       average or above knowledge - a 25% change.

       Beneficaries referred to other services as part of the 1-on-1 advice sessions included 6 inbound
              referrals to Money A+E, and 2 outbound referrals.
       Inbound: 1 Money Mentor, 1 Credit Union Incentive, 2 FC Workshops and 2 to Other Advice 
       Agencies.
       Outbound: 1 Money Mentor and 1 to Stepchange.
       

      

 

▲25%

FCW
OUT

BOUND: 2

INBOUND: 6

Users have increased confidence to deal with their money/financial issues
       Beneficiaries were asked to comment on their “ability to pay my rent and keep my tenancy”. Before 
       only 80% of users reported an average or above knowledge, whereas afterwards 96% of users 
       reported an average or above knowledge - a 16% change.

       Beneficiaries were asked to comment on their “ability to pay other household bills on time e.g. gas,
       electricity”. Before only 81% of users reported an above average knowledge, whereas afterwards 
              100% of users reported an average or above knowledge - a 19% change.

       Beneficiaries were asked to comment on their “awareness of different strategies that can help me 
       deal with my debt”. The average score before was 2.96 (out of 10), compared to 5.75 (out of 10) 
       afterwards, an increase of 28%. We also found that 100% of users reported an increase in ability 
       after seeing a money coach.

       Beneficiaries were asked to comment on, “I feel able to keep a healthy level of wellbeing when 
       dealing with money”. The average score before was 4.00 (out of 10), compared to 6.29 (out of 10) 
              afterwards, an increase of 23%. We also found that 100% of users reported an increase in ability 
       after seeing a money coach.

       For the 20 closed cases of clients who saw a money coach, who then went on to adopt a method to 
       deal with their debt, in total were supported to achieve an overall financial gain of £65,574.21 for 
       20 clients per year. This includes: benefits gained, debts managed, debts written off and income
       generated. This comes to an average of £3,278.71 managed for each closed client.

      

 

▲16%

▲19%

▲28%
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4.00
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£3,278.71
AVERAGE

£65,574.21 TOTAL

▲73
Participants have increased money/financial confidence
       We were also able to provide 73 strategies for dealing with debt to a total of 40 clients, showing an 
       increase in available options to participants.

For more information, visit us at: www.moneyaande.co.uk
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Testimony
Damilare
Damilare is a young mother who came to us. She had personal debts and was seeking advice to enable her to deal 
with this, she also wanted to build her financial confidence and skill to manage her household budget better.

Damilare had the following to say:
 “I know how important it is to keep in control of your money. I really enjoyed learning about the ways of planning and setting
 money goals. The most important thing that I will take from this is to keep budgeting”

Damilare Damilare was referred to and used the following Money A+E services: 
  Financial education workshops
  Mentoring 
  Money coaches advice service

Damilare is pictured to the right talking to our training 
co-ordinator Fred after a workshop

Watch Damilare’s video testimony on our Money A+E 
youtube channel at:

youtu.be/PZZuQCB6HiE

For more information, visit us at: www.moneyaande.co.uk

Outcome Progress Continued
Users increase their social networks 
       Attendees were asked if they had “a better sense of community cohesion after the event”. 89% of
       respondents said yes, with the remaining 11% saying they were unsure. Nobody said no.

       Attendees were asked if they “would recommend this community event to a friend/family or a
       colleague”. 90% of respondents said yes, with 5% saying they were unsure. Only 5% said no.
    

              Of the 32 attendees to our community even, 19 (59%) of them reported that the most useful part 
       of the event was the “speakers, networking and group sessions”.
       

       When attendees were asked about how they heard of the event, 62% said from friends and family.

       

59%

62%

89%

90%
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Case Study
Leonie Dunsome
Leonie is 65 years of age, of Jamaican ethnicity and suffers from high blood pressure, arthritis and dyslexia. She 
initially came ot us with a number of money issues; unsure what to do, where to go and lacking in confidence. 
She needed help dealing with:
  A rent arrear with her landlord of £1200
  A council tax debt of £120
    A Thames water debt of £250

Unfortunately she was unable to work due to her condition, and was in receipt of the following benefits:
  Employment and Support Allowance (ESA)
  Disability Living Allowance (DLA)
  Housing Benefits
  Council Tax Support

During her time with Money A+E Leonie was referred to, and used the following services:
    Money Mentors.
  Money Coach.
  Money Know How.
  A Money A+E community event.

Overall Money A+E were able to help Leonie:
  £780 annually through her ‘Freedom Pass’.
  Reduce council tax payments by £500 when claiming council tax support.
    Negotiate an affordable arrangement with Thames Water saving her £240 annually.
  Improve her money confidence when handling problems.
  Helped her engage with group activities more confidently due to the community even she attended.

For more information, visit us at: www.moneyaande.co.uk

Leonie at our community event

Unexpected Outcomes

Large South American uptake
Due to one of our Money Coaches being fluent in Spanish we have discovered an unexplored market of South
American residents whom need money advice. Due to poor English skills they have been unable to access this 
service elsewhere, and as a result we have found a large uptake in Spanish speaking residents.

Incomes exceeding expectations
As part of our Money Coach service, beneficiaries are helped to generate income. As stated previously; 20 clients 
were helped to generate a total of £65,574.21, or £3,278.71 per individual per annum - far greater than expected.

The following are outcomes that were initially not planned for, but during the past year we have noticed:
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Unexpected Changes
During the time since the initial evaluation framework, various unexpected obstacles have arisen. These have required 
us to either change our approach, or have impacted the work we do and deliver. These obstacles are:

We have also been able to run one community event despite the lack of funding.

Despite all these changes we have been able to keep the budget on track, with it being dedicated towards the money
coach salaries as follows:

Revenue received to date from Trust for London - £12,500.00

Budget used for Money Coach salaries - £11,544.77

Unable to secure funding
We were unable to secure funding from the Walcott Foundation, and as a result, the following changes were made
during our first year of working:
  Unable to recruit a Trainee Money Coach volunteer due to having no volunteer costs budget.
  Reduction in number of face to face money coach advice sessions in year 1 to 50 due to having no marketing 
  or management costs and no support from trainee volunteers. 

Premises relocation
We were asked to leave our office space at St Luke’s Hub by the landlord (West London Missions) in March of 
2016 and were unable to secure another affordable rented office space in Lambeth. As such we are currently 
solely based in our offices in Newham and have continued to deliver the project for Lambeth from there. This 
has had a compounded effect due to the growth of our team. 

Unable to take advantage of credit union incentive
A credit union incentive scheme offered by Lambeth Council which required us to sign up with London Mutual
Credit Union unfortunately expired early in the first year, therefore we were unable to benefit from this scheme.

Additional funding
Fortunately not all changes we have faced have impacted us negatively. We have recently been able to secure
additional funding towards the project from Henry Smith. This will permit the following changes to our work in
the second year of the project:
  Allow us to recruit 1 additional trainee Money Coach volunteer.
  To increase the number of face to face Money Coach advice sessions in year 2 to 100 from 40.
    To run 6 money education workshops in year 2 for 60 residents total to attend. This number includes referrals
  from the face to face Money Coach advice sessions and new residents.

Working with IRMO, Nadine and Motse delivering a session
interpreted in Spanish for the Latin American community in 
Lambeth.

→ One of the unexpected outcomes.

Unexpected Outcomes continued

For more information, visit us at: www.moneyaande.co.uk
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Lessons Learnt

Funding
 Applying for match funding for projects proved to be more challenging than expected, especially when the 
 original match funder informed us we were unsuccessful.
 This resulted in changes to the outputs and outcomes of the project, and unfortunately resulted in a nearly one 
 year delay in securing alternative funding.
 Moving forward we now understand a need to develop our funding strategy in a way that incorporates these 
  risks and challenges. We also hope to develop our contingency plan for delivering future projects.

Marketing
 Due to insufficient funding at the beginning of the project we lacked the resources to conduct an effective
 marketing strategy. We also discovered that our previous marketing plan failed to include digital marketing.
 As a result of the lack of marketing we believe our ability to reach with residents has been impacted, reducing 
 our attendance numbers compared to if greater marketing activities had been in place.
 Moving forward we will also develop our marketing strategy to incorporate digital marketing.

Clients
 Clients would fail to attend booked face to face appointments in a sporadic and unpredictable manner.
 Due to the unpredictable absentees our project outputs were effected.
 Moving forward we will compensate for client absences by offering access to more potential outreach locations
 or referral points.

Outreaches
 Locating suitable outreach locations for face to face money coach sessions posed certain challanges. For 
 example some outreaches were not located in accessible areas, some failed to effectively promote the service 
 and some lacked adequate facilities (i.e. a private room or Wi-Fi signal).
 This level of variation in outreach facilities resulted in a larger portion of time being taken up than expected 
 when organising outreach sessions.
  Moving forward we are developing a service level agreement so that future outreaches are thoroughly assessed
 for face to face advice provision suitability.

Office Space
 Finding affordable, suitable office space within London has become very difficult. We approached Lambeth
 council for assistance in relocating  and they were only able to signpost us to office spaces not much less than 
 market rent; unaffordable for a small social enterprise.
 As such relocating and growth potential has been limited during this time.
 Moving forward we will incorporate high rent costs into our funding strategy. We will also research the 
  possibility of vacant and affordable office spaces within existing community buildings.

Final Words
To conclude, we believe our first year had its fair share of hurdles, which we feel we have been able to overcome. 
We believe with the new knowledge we have gained we will be able to continue and improve on the sucess and 
progress have so far achieved. We believe we can continue to reach out to more residents, with whom we can 
make a real difference in their lives through the provision of money advice and education.

For more information, visit us at: www.moneyaande.co.uk

These unexpected obstacles also provide us a crucial opportunity to learn and develop, and by incorporating new 
ideas and methods we are able to improve the work we do and deliver. Some of these learning opportunities are as 
follows:


